
                                    Students of the Month - September 2019 - Communicators                      
Grade Student Reason

6th Orange Jaden Marsalla Jaden makes a daily effort to participate in classroom discussions every day. He confidently articulates his thoughts 
and is not afraid to take a risk in sharing his ideas. Jaden works well with others, going out of his way to help his 
teachers or classmates.

6th White Chris-Ukpono Ibok Chris communicates effectively both orally and in writing.  He asks clarifying questions and seeks to understand 
both assignments and larger concepts. Chris listens carefully when working with a partner and remains open-
minded when exposed to new ideas.

6th Yellow Leilani Killian Leilani is a wonderful communicator both to her peers and adults. She works effectively in collaborative groups and 
makes sure that not only does she communicate her own ideas, but that others also have a chance to contribute. 
Additionally, Leilani is a responsible student athlete who always communicates with her teachers in advance when 
she is going to miss class to travel with her team. 

6th Blue Ansh Kaushal Ansh is a staunch advocate for himself. He is polite, considerate, and principled in his actions. This September, he 
advocated for himself in a positive way to help him be part of the #bekind social. 



6th Black Sydney Hanna Sydney is a great example of an IB Communicator. She explains her thinking clearly, she asks thoughtful 
questions, and she advocates for her needs with confidence. Sydney uses a respectful tone with her peers and 
makes eye contact when she speaks and listens to others. 

7th Black Isabel Haglund Isabel Haglund is a great communicator. She uses her talents as the President of Journalism Club. She helps 
classmates when in need and can work with almost any classmate. She owns her voice and clearly communicates 
with others.

7th Orange Zachary Taylor Zachary is always positive about what he says. He edifies and builds up others. He expresses himself clearly and 
confidently. Zachary collaborates well both in small groups and in classroom discussions; our classrooms are better 
because he is in them. Zachary also serves as a Cedar Leader.

8th Orange Arianna Appleby Arianna is a helpful young woman to both staff and students.  She asks intelligent questions during discussion and 
while working on quiet tasks.  She is an eyes-up listener and a hard worker. Arianna is strong in colaboration skills 
and is a creative confident speaker. She is great at expressing her opinions logically, kindly, and with enthusiasm 
and listens intently to the viewpoints of others.       



8th White Samantha Williams 
(Kiwanis)

Samantha is a kind, respectful, and responsible student who embodies all of the Raindevil traits. Samantha shares 
her mathematical thinking in Geometry and asks thoughtful questions.She is wonderful in discussions, is always 
attentive and listening, and can always be counted to communicate ideas and inquiries. 


